IES GALILEO GALILEI.
SO + AUX+ SUBJECT / NEITHER / NOR + AUX+ SUBJECT
Look at this picture:

GRANNY: I love dancing
GRANDPA: Me too or So do I
JENNY: Granny loves dancing and so does Grandpa.
You use the structure SO + AUX + SUBJECT to to say that a positive sentence is also true
for me or somebody else.
EXERCISE 1.- Finish the following sentences by using the SO + AUX + SUBJECT
structure + the subject in brackets.
For instance: Sara is taking a taxi (Tony)……… (Tony)
Sara is taking a taxi and so is Tony.
1 They eat biscuits for breakfast. (I)
2.- Melanie went to the movies. (Sophie)
3.- Rose can play the piano. ( Freddy)
4.- I agree with you. (my friends)
5.- I’m taking photographs. (they)
6 Jack should thank her. (you)
7 Ann got a parking ticket. (Alice)
8 Paul thought it was too much. ( his friends)
9.- Helen needs help. (your daughter)
10 Philip will print the document. (we)
11 They missed the last train . (Laura)
12 They're looking for a flat. (we)
13 Carol made an excuse . (Albert)
14 Jack must go. (his wife)
15 I was wrong. (my parents)
“Practice makes perfect.”
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IES GALILEO GALILEI.
Now, look at this one

DANNY: I don’t want to die!!
LUCY: Me neither! OR Neither do I
JENNY: Danny doesn’t want to die and
neither does Lucy

You use the structure NEITHER + AUX + SUBJECT to say that a negative sentence is
also true for me or for someone else.
EXERCISE 1.- Finish the following sentences by using the NEITHER + AUX +
SUBJECT structure + the subject in brackets.
For instance: Sara doesn’t take the bus to work (we)
Sara doesn’t take the bus to work and neither do we.
1.- John didn’t call me (Susan)
2.- I wasn’t really worried (my classmates)
3.- He won’t tell you what happen ( I)
4.- I don’t agree with you (Peter)
5.- Students mustn’t smoke here (teachers)
6.- They are not willing to help (your best friend)
7.- Sam hasn’t arrived yet (his wife)
8.- My sister won’t sign this contract (her husband)
9.- They don’t believe you (I)
10.- I didn’t use to get up late (Adam)
11.- We were not lucky . (my workmates)
12 .- He couldn't find a job as a journalist (she)
13.- She wasn’t interested at all (we)
14.- My mother didn’t understand me ( my father)
15.- She wouldn't read it without glasses (I)

“Practice makes perfect.”
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